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Abstract A model-free methodology is used for the first time to estimate a daily
volatility index (VIBEX-NEW) for the Spanish financial market. We use a public data
set of daily option prices to compute this index and show that daily changes in VIBEX-
NEW display a negative, tight contemporaneous relationship with IBEX daily returns,
contrary to other common volatility indicators, as an implied volatility indicator or
a GARCH(1,1) conditional volatility model. This relationship is approximately sym-
metric to the sign on VIBEX-NEW changes and asymmetric to the IBEX-35 returns
sign, which make it clearly a suitable volatility index for the Spanish stock market.
We also examine the relationship between current VIBEX-NEW and future IBEX-35
volatility. Our results suggest that VIBEX-NEW can be used to produce IBEX-35
volatility forecasts at least as good as historical and conditional volatility measures.
A feasible volatility correction methodology is proposed to achieve it.
Keywords Model-based volatility index · Model-free volatility index · Risk ·
Leverage effect · Forecasting volatility
JEL Classification C53 · G13 · G15
1 Introduction
In 1993, the CBOE (Chicago Board Option Exchange) first published the VIX index
with the intention of providing information on the perception of risk in the US stock
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market. Since then, other volatility indices have been officially created in different
international markets with the same purpose. They have quickly become standard
tools for risk management, increasingly being used as underlying assets for some
derivative products.
Volatility indices are computed from the information quoted on a derivative mar-
ket, where investors buy and sell contracts according to their perception of current
and future market risk. The two main methodologies used to estimate volatility
indices differ in the options considered in the process, presumably because of a
different interpretation of the way in which option prices incorporate the market
perception of risk. The older methodology uses ATM short-term call and put implied
volatilities (see Whaley 2000) to compute the volatility index, while a more recent
methodology is based on prices for near to maturity ATM and OTM call and put
options (see Deutsche Borse 2007). The first methodology is usually referred to as
a model-based methodology because an option valuation model is needed to com-
pute the volatility index, while the second one is a model-free methodology that does
not need such a valuation model. As of today, a public and official volatility index
does not exist for Spanish financial markets, and our intention in this article is to
propose and analyze a candidate for an official volatility index in Spanish financial
markets.
It is very common in the literature to compute daily volatility indices from closing
option prices. Nevertheless, the Spanish option market on IBEX-35 is low on liquid-
ity, and settlement option prices provided by the Clearing House could be far from
market prices.1 On the other hand, their use could limit the information included in a
volatility index, since the index is not based on the information reported in the market,
but from a survey. Intraday quotes are better to use in computing the Spanish vola-
tility index, but it is currently difficult to obtain intraday information on the Spanish
option market in a manageable format over the whole sample, so we proceed as in
most of the literature, and use option closing data to estimate the Spanish volatility
index.
Model-free methodology to compute the volatility index is based on the notion of
Model Free Implied Variance (MFIV) by Britten-Jones and Neuberger (2000). This
methodology is simpler than the model-based and makes possible to value derivatives
on this index. From an empirical point of view, since the model-free methodology
uses a wider range of strikes than model-based to compute the index, this is better
to compute a intraday volatility index in less liquid option markets.2 In this article
a model-free methodology is for the first time used to compute a Spanish volatility
index.
This paper intends (i) to propose a model-free volatility index for the Spanish option
market and (ii) to examine the information content in such volatility index from two
1 Settlement prices are set by MEFF RV after the closing market time from a survey that asks for informa-
tion on volatility across maturities. A term structure for volatility, as well as a model for the volatility smile
are used to infer implied volatilities for individual options.
2 Even more important, by using a wider set of options, a model-free methodology enables the volatility
index to be computed essentially every day, contrary to what happens with a volatility index based on an
option valuation model.
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points of view, related to the volatility index definition: analyzing the VIBEX-NEW
and current IBEX-35 returns relationship to characterize the market leverage effect,
and examine the relationship between VIBEX-NEW and the measure it intends to
approximate, the future IBEX-35 volatility, which is very useful in the study of the
Spanish volatility risk premium.
A volatility index can only be considered an official volatility index if it provides
useful information about current perception of risk in the Spanish financial market.
Therefore, we first explore the relationship between changes in the level of volatil-
ity index and market returns, to decide whether it is significantly negative. Next, we
reach a conclusion on the symmetry in the above-mentioned relationship relative to the
volatility change sign and to the stock index return sign. Skiadopoulos (2004), Fleming
et al. (1995) and Giot (2005), among others, report that the relationship between
changes in official volatility indices and the indices returns is negative and asymmet-
ric. We conclude that such relationship is symmetric relative to the daily VIBEX-
NEW change sign, but asymmetric relative to the daily IBEX-35 return sign (similar
to Whaley 2009).
In the second exercise we explore the forecasting ability of the VIBEX-NEW,
even though volatility indices have not been proposed to forecast future volatil-
ity in the stock index. To this respect the literature reports mixed results. Blair
et al. (2001), Engle and Gallo (2007), Giot and Laurent (2007), Fleming et al.
(1995), and Corrado and Miller (2005), among others, conclude in favor of the
forecasting ability of US volatility indices, whereas Becker et al. (2007) and Bali
and Weinbaum (2007) conclude that the VIX index does not add information to
model-based volatility forecasts. The results of this exercise show that VIBEX-
NEW demonstrates a forecasting ability similar to that of historical or implied
volatility indicators, after we apply a methodology to reduce, but no remove, the
forecasting bias. We also report that the forecasting precision in all volatility vari-
ables as unbiased forecasters is not very high. We consider this result is crucial to
analyze the size and evolution of the volatility risk premium in Spanish Financial
Markets.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the model-free and
model-based methodologies to estimate Spanish volatility indices. Section 3 ana-
lyzes how the volatility index is related to IBEX-35 returns, while Sect. 4 studies
the ability of the volatility index to anticipate future volatility in the stock market
index. The article ends with conclusions and questions that remain open for further
research.
2 The Spanish volatility index
We compute two volatility indices for Spanish Financial Market, VIBEX-NEW and
VIBEX. VIBEX is a model-based index, like the US VXO, and VIBEX-NEW is a
model-free index, like the new US VIX. In this section we describe the data we use to
compute these two indices, the steps we follow to compute them, and main differences
and similarities between these and other international volatility indices.
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2.1 Data
Daily settlement3 prices for futures on IBEX-35, and option prices on IBEX-35,
from January 1997 to March 2007, were provided by MEFF RV (http://www.meff.
com) into the following files: hp97000i.zip, hp98000i.zip, hp99000i.zip, hp00000i.zip,
hp011q0i.zip, hp01000i.zip, hp021s0i.zip, hp02000i.zip, hp0301s0i.zip, hp03000i.
zip, hp041s0i.zip, hp04000i.zip, hp051s0i.zip, hp05000i.zip, HP06FIE1.zip, HP06
FIE2.zip, HP0701FIE.zip, HP0702FIE.zip and HP0703FIE.zip. Daily closing quotes
for IBEX35 are provided by Sociedad de Bolsas (http://www.sbolsas.com) for the
same period of time. Finally, the risk-free interest rate is the daily 1-month MIBOR,
which is obtained from the EcoWin platform (Reuters).
2.2 Model-based volatility index: VIBEX
Model-based methodology to compute the volatility index assumes that the Black
and Scholes implied volatility, from a synthetic ATM option on the stock index, with
one-month to maturity, informs about volatility expected in the market one month in
advance. Whaley (2000) develops this idea and proposes estimating such a volatility
index from eight ATM call and put implied volatilities, with the two closest maturities
to 30 calendar days. This methodology is called model-based because of the option
valuation model we use to compute the volatility index.
In this article we set two volatility indices as reference to the US and an European
model-based volatility indices: the US VXO and the German VDAX model-based
volatility indices, respectively. VXO and VDAX are computed according to the meth-
odology described in Whaley (2000), but the Deutsche Borse (DB, the German Stock
Market) introduces some small changes on this (see Table 1). First, DAX options are
issued on the DAX future instead of on the stock index (as is VXO) so DB uses Black
(1976) model to infer the implied volatility while the CBOE uses Black and Scholes
(1973). Another difference is that DB transforms the option and forward prices in
the process to induce symmetry between same class of call and put options, before
inverting the valuation model and computing the implied volatility. CBOE does not do
this transformation and assumes that such asymmetry always holds. Finally, VDAX
is referred to a different future period of time, the next 45 calendar days, while VXO
is referred to the following 30 calendar days. This implies the use of different option
maturities in computing both indices.
In this article we propose to estimate a model-based volatility index for Spain to
inform on the volatility expected in the following 30 calendar days. This index will
be based in Whaley (2000) methodology with the only difference that we will use the
Black (1976) model to estimate the implied volatility, instead of the Black and Scholes
(1973), because IBEX options are issued on IBEX-35 future.
CBOE and DB impose some filters to the data set in order to avoid the use of
bad data in computing the volatility index. We accommodate such filters to the
3 We use settlement prices instead of closing option quote prices, because the first avoid asynchrony prob-
lems in option quotes due to low-traded contracts.
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Spanish Market characteristics and require non-zero mid bid-ask settlement option
prices to compute the volatility index. This filter can strongly reduce the number
of Near-the-money option quotes, in a way that the VIBEX cannot be computed in
around 7–8% the trading days, depending on the year. This is similar to the DB filter
which computes VDAX and, although CBOE does not specify whether OEX options
with zero bid and/or zero ask are considered to compute the VXO, we assume that
this never happens for settlement S&P100 option prices. Due to the strong reduction
in ATM options when we apply such a filter we let options closer to the underly-
ing quote until NTM(5%) to compute the index, and omit those with an associated
volume equal to zero in order to avoid non-traded quotes in volatility index computa-
tion.4
Giner and Morini (2004)5 compute a model-based volatility index for the
Spanish financial market, but their volatility index (also called VIBEX) is computed
from official implied volatilities provided by MEFF for each contract, just after the
closing time, and not from option prices. Our belief is that a volatility index should be
able to be reproduced and non-zero official implied volatilities are sometimes recorded
jointly with a zero settlement price in our data set, which has no economical meaning.
Therefore, we compute the model-based volatility index from option prices publicly
provided by MEFF RV.
We use two different maturities to compute the volatility index but only one matu-
rity interest rate: 1-month MIBOR. ATM implied volatilities seem not to be sensitive
to the maturity of MIBOR, when it is 1 or 2 month, so we simplify the exercise by
using always the 1-month MIBOR. To this respect, DB uses a linear interpolation
of EONIA 1 day and EURIBOR 1 or 2 months to compute the VDAX, and CBOE
uses a continuous yield on T-bills whose maturity most closely matches the expiration
time. These similarities and differences are summarized in Table 1. Our assumption
is that the VIBEX level will not change significantly with a higher maturity interest
rates.
We proceed to briefly describe the VIBEX calculus. For each of the two maturities
T1 and T2, the ones immediately before and after the forecast horizon H (22 trading
days or 30 calendar days), we select four NTM (5%) non-zero priced options, two
call and two put options with strike prices close to the ATM for both sides. We call
Kd1 and Ku1 to the strike prices below and higher the ATM strike for the first maturity,
and Kd2 and Ku2 are strike prices below and higher the ATM strike for the second
maturity. ATM strike price is computed as K/FT1 for the first maturity, and as K/FT2
for the second maturity, where FT is the settlement price for the future on IBEX-35
and maturity date T .6 Next, we use Black’s (1976) valuation model to estimate an
implied volatility (IV) from each quote (see second column in Table 2). These will
be aggregated according to (1) in order to obtain an implied volatility for each strike
price and maturity.
4 As Noh et al. (1994) suggest, quotes related to trades have more information on volatility market expec-
tations.
5 Working paper (Departamento de Economia Financiera y Contabilidad, Universidad de La Laguna).
6 Notice that FT1 and FT2 can be different, so Kd1 (Kd2) can be different to Kd2 (Ku2).
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Table 1 Computational criteria in following model-based volatility indices: VDAX, VXO and VIBEX
VDAX VXO VIBEX
Horizona 45 30 30
Underlying DAX forward price S&P 100 Futures on IBEX-35
OVMb
Black (1976)
Black and Scholes (1973)
Black (1976)
Option price Mid bid-ask point Mid bid-ask point Settlement price ≈ Mid
bid-ask pointc
Risk-free r Linear interpolation:
EONIA (1 day), Euribor





Specific filters ATM call and put options
with two-side marketd
and non-zero priced with
official maximum spread
ATM call and put options Among the NTM(5%) call




or zero volume traded at




b Option valuation model
c When bid and ask are provided, the settlement price is equal to the mid bid-ask point. Nevertheless, some
non-zero settlement prices are provided with zero bid and/or ask prices
d Options with non-zero bid and ask prices
Table 2 Quotes and implied
volatilities used in computing
VIBEX
Quotes Implied volatilities
First maturity: C(T1, Kd1) → IVC(T1,Kd1)
C(T1, Ku1) → IVC(T1,Ku1)
P(T1, Kd1) → IVP(T1,Kd1)
P(T1, Ku1) → IVP(T1,Ku1)
Second maturity: C(T2, Kd2) → IVC(T2,Kd2)
C(T2, Ku2) → IVC(T2,Ku2)
P(T2, Kd2) → IVP(T2,Kd2)













Volatilities in (1) are secondly aggregated according to expressions in (2) to have a
volatility measure for each maturity.
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IVT1 = IVT1,Kd1
Ku1 − FT1
Ku1 − Kd1 + IVT1,Ku1
FT1 − Kd1
Ku1 − Kd1 (2)
IVT2 = IVT2,Kd2
Ku2 − FT2
Ku2 − Kd2 + IVT2,Ku2
FT2 − Kd2
Ku2 − Kd2
Finally, VIBEX is obtained by aggregating previous volatility measures according
to expression (3), where H is the volatility index forecast7 horizon (in our case, 30
calendar days). We multiply by 100 to obtain VIBEX as a percentage.









2.3 Model-free volatility index: VIBEX-NEW
According to the seminal work by Britten-Jones and Neuberger (2000), a model-free
volatility index V intends to reflect the expected integral of future variances between




t ]). Based on this idea, and
on the results reported by Demeterfi et al. (1999), CBOE proposes a methodology
to compute the US model-free volatility index, called VIX. In fact, CBOE adapted
this theoretical framework for the use of discrete time series and available underlying
prices, see Jiang and Tian (2007). This methodology avoids the use of an option valua-
tion model whose assumptions do not hold in practice, and offers enough simplicity in
the calculus to make possible the valuation of derivatives on a volatility index, which
is very difficult when the volatility index is a model-based index.
Even CBOE and DB model-free methodologies share the same origin, there are
some differences between them (summarized in Table 3). The Spanish volatility index
VIBEX-NEW is based on the steps described by DB due to the scarce of informa-
tion in the CBOE’s document to compute a model-free volatility index, compared to
the information content in Deutsche Borse’s document. Both methodologies differ in
filters to the data set although both intend to remove bad option prices. Filters we
apply have the same purpose and are adapted to our data set characteristics: we only
consider options with a price higher or equal to five IBEX points, and three or more
calendar days to maturity. The first filter prevents to consider very OTM options that
some times are bad valuated and the second filter removes possible bad prices due to
the proximity in maturity time.
We describe briefly the process to compute VIBEX-NEW. First step is to select
two maturities T1 and T2, previous and subsequent to the 30 calendar days (22 trad-
ing days). Then, we calculate associated ATM strike prices8 for each of the two
maturities. We call K0,T1 and K0,T2 to the ATM strike price for the first and second
7 We italicize forecast because a volatility index intends to measure the expected volatility and no the future
volatility.
8 It is important to notice that these ATM strike prices are obtained as those prices for which the call and
put premium are closer to each other for each maturity. Notice that, since the strike with minimum bid-ask
spread could be different for each maturity, the ATM strike price for each maturity (K0,T1 and K0,T2 ) may
be different.
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Table 3 Computational criteria in following model free volatility indices: VDAX-NEW, VIX and VIBEX-
NEW
VDAX-NEW VIX VIBEX-NEW
Horizona 30 30 30
Underlying ATM and OTM options on
DAX futures
ATM and OTM S&P500
options
ATM and OTM options on
IBEX-35 futures
Option price Mid bid-ask point Mid bid-ask point Settlement price ≈ Mid
bid-ask pointb
Risk-free r Linear interpolation: EO-
NIA (1 day), Euribor
The bond-equivalent yield
of the U.S. T-bill matur-
ing closest to the expi-
ration dates of relevant
SPX options
MIBOR 1 month
Specific filters Remove one-sidedc and
zero option prices, as
well options with spread
out of the maximum offi-
cial spread for Eurex.
Only options with mini-
mal time to maturity of
two daysd
Remove zero option prices
and OTM option prices
far away from two con-
secutive zero bid prices.
Only options with mini-
mal time to maturity of
five trading days
Remove zero option set-
tlement prices. Only
options with minimal
time to maturity of three
calendar days
a Calendar days
b When bid and ask are provided, the settlement price is equal to the mid bid-ask point. Nevertheless, some
non-zero settlement prices are provided with zero bid and/or ask prices
c Options with zero bid or zero ask
d It is not said whether these are calendar days or not
maturity respectively, and we compute them according to expressions in (4).
K0,T1 = K/ min |C(T1, K ) − P(T1, K )|,∀ available K
(4)
K0,T2 = K/ min |C(T2, K ) − P(T2, K )|,∀ available K
Next, we use the function M(T, K ) to make a correspondence between the mon-
eyness of an option and its price for each maturity, with the intention of determining
option prices included in VIBEX-NEW calculus. Therefore, M(T, K ) is a vector of
option prices for each maturity. We use the subindex j for the j−th OTM option and
the subindex i for the maturity (in our case i = 1, 2). See expression (5).
M(Ti , K j ) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
P(Ti , K j ) if K j < K0,Ti
P(Ti ,K j )+C(Ti ,K j )
2 if K j = K0,Ti
C(Ti , K j ) if K j > K0,Ti
(5)
Following this, we weight option prices. The weight depends on the distance
between the previous and posterior OTM strike prices
(
∇K j = K j−1+K j+12
)
and on
the appropriate discount factor (R1 and R2)). The discounts factor Ri in (6) is deter-
mined according to Ri = eri ·Ti , where ri is the risk-free interest rate to expiration
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for the i−th option on IBEX-35 future (MIBOR 1 month). We estimate the variance
for each maturity, σ 2i , by correcting the previous weight sum of option prices by an
expression depending on the distance between the forward price and the ATM strike






















, for i = 1, 2 (6)
Fi = K0,Ti + eRi ·Ti (C(Ti , K0,Ti ) − P(Ti , K0,Ti )), for i = 1, 2 (7)
Finally, VIBEX-NEW is generated as a linear interpolation of two σ 2i variances
(see (8)). In the expression, NTi is the number of minutes to settlement of near-term
(i=1) and next-term (i=2) options. NT is the number of minutes in 30 calendar days
and N365 is the number of minutes in 365 days. Finally, T1 and T2 are the annualized
number to minutes until each of the expirations. This is the CBOE’s definition for
these variables, but Deutsche Borse defines NT , N1, N2, N365, T1 and T2 in number of
seconds, instead in number of minutes, with the intention to improve the accuracy in
measuring these variables within the trading day. Nevertheless, since we always com-
pute the VIBEX-NEW at the closing time, measure time to expiration in number of
minutes or number of seconds induce the same accurate in computing VIBEX-NEW
so this decision is irrelevant for daily volatility index calculus.
VIBEX-NEW=100 ·
√[













2.4 Volatility indices. Data description
Differences in OTM call (put) and ATM call (put) prices explain the different levels
in model-free and model-based volatility indices. This is a stylized fact reported by
Andersen and Bondarenko (2007)9 for VIX, that also holds for VIBEX and VIBEX-
NEW. Table 4 shows that the (model-based) VIBEX mean is smaller than the (model-
free) VIBEX-NEW mean each year and over the entire sample. This difference varies
over the sample, reflecting the evolution of market perspectives. Figure 1 shows the
ratio VIBEX–NEWVIBEX , which is higher or equal to one in 93.8% of the trading days, and
fewer to 1 only in 6.2% of trading days due to the scarce of reliable filtered data to
compute VIBEX in some days. In fact, VIBEX cannot be computed in 8% of trading
days over the sample because no ATM (IBEX-35) option price holds the filters. In
contrast, VIBEX-NEW can be computed over all trading days.
9 NBER Working Paper Series (13449).
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Table 4 Descriptive statistics: VIBEX-NEW and VIBEX
Mean Median
VIBEX-NEW VIBEX VIBEX-NEW VIBEX
1997 25.40 25.13 24.56 24.32
1998 35.27 33.58 32.52 31.04
1999 27.84 26.22 25.88 24.78
2000 26.13 25.41 26.63 26.05
2001 27.07 26.53 25.36 25.04
2002 32.65 31.85 30.79 29.80
2003 24.22 23.35 22.36 21.55
2004 15.28 14.77 14.91 14.41
2005 11.83 11.41 11.63 11.14
2006 13.74 13.21 12.87 12.41
2007* 15.83 14.73 14.82 14.01
All sample 23.68 22.90 23.02 22.42
Skewness Kurtosis
VIBEX-NEW VIBEX VIBEX-NEW VIBEX
1997 1.06 1.22 1.42 2.36
1998 1.26 1.34 0.97 1.21
1999 1.48 1.25 1.78 1.08
2000 0.00 −0.08 −0.90 −0.91
2001 1.09 1.16 0.75 0.93
2002 0.46 0.42 −1.01 −1.06
2003 0.58 0.53 −0.95 −0.98
2004 0.68 0.67 0.01 −0.05
2005 0.66 0.65 −0.01 −0.11
2006 1.51 1.52 1.95 2.12
2007* 0.90 1.16 0.00 0.87
All sample 0.81 0.80 0.66 0.70
* Only until the end of March 2007
Since VIBEX-NEW incorporates the OTM put options (insurance against drops
in the stock index) and OTM call options (indicator of enthusiasm in markets) we
consider that this volatility index is a better candidate to inform about Spanish Inves-
tor Fear Gauge than the model-based VIBEX, and we propose it a potential Spanish
official model-free volatility index. In following sections we proceed to examine the
informational content in VIBEX-NEW to evaluate its possible use as an official vol-
atility index in the Spanish financial market. We study the information content in
such volatility index from two points of view, related to a volatility index definition:
we examine the relationship between contemporaneous VIBEX-NEW and IBEX-35
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Fig. 1 VIBEX and VIBEX-NEW. Daily indices 1997–2007 (%)
returns to characterize the market leverage effect, and between VIBEX-NEW and the
measure it intends to approximate (anticipate), the future IBEX-35 volatility.
3 The VIBEX-NEW as an indicator of current risk
In this section we examine whether the VIBEX-NEW is a gauge of Spanish inves-
tor fears. If so, VIBEX-NEW could be considered an official volatility index for the
Spanish financial markets.
According to Whaley (2000), an index (e.g. VIBEX-NEW) is an investor fear gauge
if changes in it maintain a significant and negative contemporaneous relationship with
stock market returns (e.g. IBEX-35). The contemporaneous relationship between the
Spanish volatility index and the IBEX-35 returns is analyzed deeply in this section,
where we analyze not only the sign, but also the symmetry in the relationship between
VIBEX-NEW and IBEX-35 daily movements. Two approximations (graphical and
statistical analysis) will allow us to illustrate this relationship.
3.1 The return-volatility relationship: graphical analysis
Figure 2 compares daily IBEX35 prices and the VIBEX-NEW for the entire sample.
As we can see, the IBEX35 index started in 1997 at 5000 and ended the sample period
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Fig. 2 VIBEX-NEW (%) versus IBEX-35. Daily data
(March 2007) at 15000, which suggests strong changes in IBEX-35 during the con-
sidered sample. Indeed, volatility increased from January 1997 to August 1998, when
the market was on a positive trend. In that period, volatility doubled over the space
of 5 days at the end of October 1997, when the market underwent a moderate fall.
Volatility again doubled in August 1998 because of the Black Monday episode. There
was again a volatility spike at the beginning of January 1999, when the market fell
by only about 4%. Volatility remained relatively stable, in the 20–30% range up to
September 2001, in spite of the fact that the market index was falling from a historical
maximum of 12817 on March 3rd, 2000. This was a total fall of −35.3% in the index
with no evident reflection in the volatility index. A further sudden fall of −20.0% in
the IBEX in the first part of September 2001 implied a drastic leap in volatility, from 25
to 47%. Volatility quickly returned to its previous level as the market also recovered.
With the exception of the September 2001 observation, there does not seem to be a
close relationship between the two indices.
A new negative period occurred between mid April and August 2002, with a fall of
−28.7% in IBEX, and VIBEX-NEW rising drastically from 20 to 55%, while expe-
riencing wide swings. This episode is interesting because we see the volatility index
underwent a very sharp increase as soon as the market index started experiencing a
noticeable fall. However, VIBEX-NEW started a downward path to recover a level
below 20% well before the IBEX35 started its own recovery. In this period, as well as in
the rest of the sample, the volatility index experienced wide oscillations when being at a
local maximum, possibly because it tends to fall quickly as soon as the market receives
some perception of price recovery. When these perceptions become contradicted by
short-term events, the volatility index sharply increases again. The market only started
recovering in October 2002 starting at that point a sustained upward trend that took
IBEX from 5368 on October 1st, 2002, to 14974 on April 5th, 2007.
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Fig. 3 Log-changes in VIBEX-NEW (%) versus log-changes in IBEX-35. Daily data
This descriptive analysis suggests a negative relationship between returns and vol-
atility, which is far from stable or clearly defined. However, a scatter diagram of daily
IBEX-35 returns against daily changes in the logarithm of the VIBEX-NEW volatility
index (see Fig. 3) suggests a clear, negative relationship between them. Indeed, linear
correlation between daily returns and volatility changes over the whole sample period
is −0.657, just a bit higher in the second part of the sample.10 This suggests a closer
relationship between the market and volatility indices at high frequencies than at low
frequencies, which is an important consideration for a practical use of the volatility
index.
3.2 The return-volatility relationship: statistical analysis
To quantify the contemporaneous relationship between daily changes in stock prices
and in volatility, we estimate a common linear projection (9) of daily returns
∇ ln(IBEXt ) on daily changes in the volatility index (∇Zt ).11 Some articles in the liter-
ature define this relationship in an inverse order. We define the volatility index changes
as the independent variable because we would like to conclude on the information
10 Before and after August 2002.
11 Note that we use the nomenclature used by Box et al. (2008) to refer to the first regular difference. That
is, ∇Xt = (1 − L) · Xt = Xt − Xt−1.
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Table 5 Estimation results: the relationship between IBEX-35 returns and volatility index daily changes




























0.00 2,574 1.9582 1.9513









































0.11 1,197 1.6716 2.2282
Estimation method is OLS with Newey-West Covariance Matrix (lag = 1)
included (in a change) in VIBEX-NEW.
∇ ln(IBEXt ) = β0 + β1∇Zt + ut (9)
Estimation results in Table 5 show a negative and significant slope estimate, as
expected from an investor fear gauge. The negative relationship is in line with similar
ones estimated by Whaley (2000), Deutsche Borse (2007) and Skiadopoulos (2004)
for the US, German and Greek volatility indices, respectively.
Given the small value estimated for the constant (see βˆ0), we could conclude that
this regression essentially associates positive returns with decreases in volatility, and
negative returns with increases in the volatility index. In particular, it is possible to
conclude that, for each point increase in volatility the IBEX-35 falls on average by
−0.76% and the opposite is estimated to happen when volatility decreases.
To be somewhat more precise in describing the relationship between IBEX35
returns and daily changes in the level of VIBEX-NEW, we explore the possibility
that this relationship might be asymmetric with respect to the sign in VIBEX-NEW
change. As we mentioned, Whaley (2000), Giot (2005), Simon (2003), and Skiadopou-
los (2004) find that, for different financial markets, the stock market return magnitude,
associated with a given change in the volatility index, depends on the sign of this
change. To search for possible evidence of an asymmetry, we extend model (9) to
model (10) by defining a dummy variable D+t = 1 if ∇Zt > 0, and D+t = 0 otherwise.
This model allows for a change in the model drift and slope for different signals in the
Zt change.
∇ ln IBEXt = β0 + β+0 D+t + β1∇Zt + β+1
(
D+t · ∇Zt
) + νt (10)
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Estimation results for Model (10) reported in Table 5 suggest that the effects on the
Spanish market of volatility changes are symmetric around zero. In fact, a reduction
of one point in VIBEX-NEW is associated with a rise in the index of +0.91%, while an
increase of one point in the volatility index is associated with a fall in the market index
of similar size, −0.87%. Hence, in spite of the statistical significance of the coefficient
of the signed slope (βˆ+1 ), the implied effects on market returns of volatility increases
and decreases of the same size are very similar, and there is not much evidence of an
asymmetric relationship. As further evidence, the median values for daily volatility
increase (1,164 days in the sample) and decreases (1,409 days) are also similar, +0.53
and −0.46, Consequently, the implied average return that emerges from the estimated
model is similar in both cases, around 0.56% in absolute value. That is, in fact, quite
close to the actual sample median returns of −0.63% for days when the volatility
index increases, and +0.60% for days when VIBEX-NEW decreases, reflecting again
the good fit of the model. Note that Skiadopoulos (2004) estimates R2 = 0.04 for a
regression similar to (10). We report R2 = 0.40 for the negative relationship between
the two variables; that is, a more robust relationship between stock index returns and
daily volatility index changes.
The model (10) has the somewhat unpleasant feature, however, of being discontin-
uous at a zero volatility change. This is reflected in the fact that the expected return for
a day with a very low volatility increase is −0.270 (see βˆ0+ βˆ+0 ), while the expected
return for days of very low decreases in volatility is positive, 0.258 (see βˆ0). But if
we eliminate that discontinuity by restricting the intercept terms in (9) and (10) to be
the same, the effect of the estimated dummy slope (D+t · ∇Zt ) becomes numerically
irrelevant, and we end up with the symmetric regression we initially estimated, which
discriminates perfectly between positive/negative returns and decreases/increases in
volatility. Furthermore, both regressions (with and without asymmetric effects only in
slope) fit the data very similarly. This is also reflected in the same adjusted R-squared
and in the linear correlation coefficient essentially, equal to 1 between their respective
residuals. Moreover, Skiadopoulos (2004) reports R2 = 0.04 for a similar model to
(10). We report R2 = 0.45, which suggests a better fit and also that only 45% of
IBEX-35 returns variance is explained by VIBEX-NEW changes variance.
Two facts should be noted before continuing. Gonzalez-Perez and Novales (2009)
show that the relationship between daily changes in VIX, VDAX-NEW, VSMI and its
respective stock indices returns SPX, DAX, SMI is symmetric in terms of the volatility
change sign, over a common sample from January 2000 to March 2008. This result is
not in opposition to the ability of these indices to inform on the investor fear gauge.
Whaley (2000) and Figlewski and Wang (2000)12 report an asymmetric relationship
between OEX returns and VXO changes, but Whaley does not report t statistics for
the model parameters. Figlewski and Wang (2000) only conclude that the asymme-
try is defined in the relationship in terms of the sign of stock index return, and both
articles conclude that there is information content in a model-based volatility index.
The market uncertainty or enthusiasm (more reflected in OTM than in ATM option
prices) make more noise in the model-free than the model-based volatility index so, on
12 Finance Working Paper (New York University, Stern School of Business).
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average, the sign of daily model-free volatility changes can vary more than the under-
lying return sign (it depends on the period of time), generating no enough evidence in
data in favor of such asymmetric relationship.
Since the realized volatility is less noisy than the (model-free) volatility index,
Figlewski and Wang (2000) and Whaley (2009)13 study whether the relationship is
asymmetric, in terms of the returns sign, and conclude in favor of this. Granger cau-
sality in international volatility indices run in both directions (see Gonzalez-Perez
and Novales (2009)): from underlying returns to volatility index changes, and from
volatility index changes to underlying returns, so we decide to estimate the model
defined in (11) to complete the study on the relationship between IBEX-35 returns
and VIBEX-NEW daily changes, where D−t = 1 when ∇ ln IBEXt < 0 and D−t = 0,
otherwise. According to our results, parameters β0 and β
−
0 are not significantly dif-
ferent from zero, which lets us conclude that an IBEX return of −1% corresponds
with a change in VIBEX-NEW of 0.74 points, while an IBEX return of +1% corre-
sponds with a decrease in VIBEX-NEW of −0.44. Therefore, although the relationship
between VIBEX-NEW and IBEX-35 seems to be symmetric to the sign in the VIBEX-
NEW change, this relationship is asymmetric on the sign in the IBEX-35 returns, as











D−t · ∇ ln IBEXt
) + εˆt (11)
3.3 The investor fear gauge: other volatility measures
Volatility index is not the only measure used in the market to approximate the inves-
tor fear gauge, so in this subsection we compare the relationship between changes
in such alternative volatility measures and IBEX-35 returns, to determine how far is
the VIBEX-NEW information capability from these variables. Therefore, we estimate
models (9) and (10) considering other common volatility measures to compare the
information content in VIBEX-NEW with the information content in those alternative
measures: IVC and BMK22.
The first alternative volatility measure, called IVC, is an implied volatility indicator
we compute daily as the average of the Black (1976) NTM 5% intraday implied vola-
tility from call trading prices. We focus on the NTM(5%) call options to minimize the
bounce effect in the IVC. Note that, although IVC and VIBEX are model-based indi-
cators, IVC is not equivalent to the VIBEX index. Main differences between VIBEX
and IVC are the followings:
(i) VIBEX is computed from call and put settlement prices, and IVC is computed
from intraday call option prices,
13 Whaley (2009), who only reports such asymmetric relationship (between VIX changes and SPX returns),
that is, in terms of the SPX return sign.
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(ii) VIBEX is based on the two closest to 22 trading days maturities and IVC is
based on option prices with maturity in between 8 and 60 trading days (more
liquid in the Spanish option market).
(iii) VIBEX is computed from closer to ATM options and IVC from NTM(5%)
options.
We use IVC also to infer significant differences between the information content
in intraday and closing option prices, as well as between model-based and model-free
volatility indicators. Due to the data availability we only can compute IVC from Jan-
uary 1, 2001 to 11 in November 2005.14 so we use this subsample to compare the
indices.15
The second alternative measure is a benchmark16 volatility indicator we label
BMK22, and compute as the standard deviation of twenty two past closing IBEX-35
returns. BMK22 is available for the entire sample, from January 1997 to March 2007.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between IVG, IVC and BMK22 with the model-free
volatility index VIBEX-NEW.
Table 5 shows estimated models (9) and (10) for Z equal to IVC and BMK22. We
use 1997–2007 to compare VIBEX-NEW and BMK22, and 2001–2005 to compare
VIBEX-NEW, IVC and BMK22. As we can see, changes in recent historical vola-
tility, reflected in BMK22, do not show a clear contemporaneous relationship with
market returns, contrary to VIBEX-NEW. Slope is reduced or not significant when
asymmetry is considered, contrary to VIBEX-NEW, which shows a clear contempo-
raneous relationship with market returns over the same period. This is an interesting
piece of empirical evidence. It shows that the strong contemporaneous correlation
between VIBEX-NEW and market returns is not just due to the fact that variables,
market returns and changes in the volatility index reflect the recent behavior of market
volatility, as would be captured by BMK22. The evidence is therefore consistent with
VIBEX-NEW being able to capture current market events, and possibly the market’s
perception of risk, more than being a pure reflection of past events.
Similar results emerge when we compare VIBEX-NEW and BMK22 in the sec-
ond subsample (2001–2005). Regarding IVC, despite some t statistics on parameters
being larger than 2.0 in absolute value, the fit of the contemporaneous regression is
very poor (R2 = 0.09), contrary to what happens over the same period with VIBEX-
NEW (R2 = 0.47 and R2 = 0.51). In particular, it is interesting to note that estimated





1 ) and (βˆ0 − βˆ1) for VIBEX-NEW), whereas the estimated average





(βˆ0 − βˆ1) for IVC), which denotes a higher reaction of IBEX-35 returns to a one-point
change in VIBEX-NEW than to the same change in IVC value.
14 The strong change in the intraday registers format and content provided by the Official Spanish Clearing
House, which makes much difficult to manipulate such big data base to compute the IVC.
15 We are working on extending this exercise to the entire sample. Nevertheless, we expect to obtain the
same results for 2001–2005 (five years of data) and 1997–2007 samples (more than nine years of data).
16 This is the simplest volatility measure to use in current time to infer current volatility and current
perception of risk in the market.
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Fig. 4 Volatility measures (IVG, IVC, BMK22) versus VIBEX-NEW
Summarizing, the different nature of the relationship with returns estimated for the
two alternative volatility indices, IVC and BMK22, relative to VIBEX-NEW, shows
the incremental information contained in VIBEX-NEW relative to these alternative,
standard indicators of market volatility, and confirms VIBEX-NEW as a potential can-
didate for an investor fear gauge and an official volatility index in the Spanish financial
market.
The return-volatility relationship in (9) could incorporate a dynamic structure, by
including lags of the respective explanatory variable (as in Skiadopoulos 2004). Indeed,
estimates of such a dynamic specification, not shown here, provide statistical sig-
nificance for some of the lagged coefficients. However, the individual coefficients
estimated on lagged variables are much smaller than the coefficient on the contem-
poraneous value of the explanatory variable. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient
between the residuals of the dynamic and the static models is above 0.99, suggesting
that the explanatory power of both specifications is the same. This is the case when
volatility is used to explain market returns as well as the other way around. However,
the difficulty in discriminating the dynamics of the relationship between return and
volatility is clear. A vector autoregression (VAR) with the two variables needs two lags
for the residuals to be free of autocorrelation. In that system, the F statistic to test for
Granger causality running from the daily volatility changes to market returns is 5.35,
with a p value of 0.069, while the statistic for the alternative causality direction is 9.73,
with a p value of 0.008. These results suggest that there might be more interesting
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dynamics from market returns to the volatility index, than the other way around. It
could be taken as evidence that market returns over the past few days influence the
perception of risk of market participants when deciding on option prices, moreover
when these imply significant stock index movements. This preliminary result is similar
to the conclusion reported by Hibbert et al. (2008), who say “... both the presence and
magnitude of the negative relation and the asymmetry between returns and implied
volatility are most closely associated with extreme changes in the index returns” and
support the VIBEX-NEW as a possible Spanish official volatility index.
4 The volatility index as a predictor of future volatility
The volatility index is constructed to reflect the current level of volatility expected
by the market for a delimited future period of time, and not with a forecasting goal
in mind. However, a volatility index like VIBEX-NEW, which is constructed from
option prices, might be expected also to be positively related to the future level of
IBEX35 returns volatility. This point is reflected in the literature, where many studies
analyze the forecasting ability of official volatility indices with different results (see
Poon and Granger 2008). On the other hand, the difference between model-free vola-
tility index and the (future) realized volatility in the period for which the index is com-
puted informs about the volatility risk premium in such financial market (see Bollerslev
et al. 2009). These facts justify the analyzes included in this section.
In this section we proceed in two steps. First, we examine the ability of each indica-
tor to be a unbiased forecaster of the future IBEX-35 volatility. In this case, we examine
the stability of the loss function dynamic for the VIBEX-NEW, which informs about
the stability of the volatility risk premium in the Spanish Financial Market. Second,
we let for a bias and estimate for each day a feasible corrected volatility indicator to
conclude on the ability of each indicator to anticipate the IBEX-35 volatility in the
next 22 trading days.
In this article we use DT22 as the proxy for IBEX-35 volatility with the intention
of evaluating VIBEX-NEW forecasting ability from a statistical point view. This is
called the DT22 indicator,17 and it is defined as the annualized standard deviation of
daily IBEX35 returns (rt ) over the next 22 market days18 (see (12)). To avoid mis-
takes in the interpretation, we have to note that the sub-index t in (12) is in reference
to IBEX-35 volatility in the 22 trading days following t . This means that DT 22t is





j=1 (rt+ j − r¯)2
21
(12)
17 A volatility proxy constructed with intra-day data might be preferable, but we lack that kind of data
for part of the sample. Nevertheless, the forecasting ability of VIBEX-NEW over the 2001–2003 period is
similar when we use either daily or intraday returns to calculate measures of realized volatility for IBEX35.
18 Notice that, in spite of the t subindex in (12) this variable uses information which will not be fully known
until t+22. The t subindex indicates that is the indicator of future volatility that we wish to anticipate at
time t .
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Three alternative volatility measures are considered in this section to conclude
on the relative ability of VIBEX-NEW to approximate future IBEX-35 volatility.
These measures have been used in previous sections and are the most frequently used
in literature to comment on the relative volatility index forecasting ability: (i) two
model-based volatilities, one from the option market (IVC) and the other from the
stock market (IVG), and (ii) a benchmark measure, BMK22.
Volatility measures IVC and BMK22 are computed as stated in Sect. 3.2. IVG
comes from averaging conditional variance forecasts from a GARCH(1,1) model over
the 22 days following model estimation.19 Although a GARCH(1,1) might not be the
most convenient model for IBEX-35 returns conditional variance, we decide to com-
pute IVG by using this model because this is the most used model in the market to
measure asset volatility. The proximity to one of the sum of GARCH(1,1) parameter
α + β makes that we only can estimate IVG from January 2001 to March 2007. This
explains that we use this sample to reach conclusions on the relative forecasting ability
of VIBEX-NEW related to the one in GARCH(1,1) volatility measure.
Is important to mention that, as DT22 and BMK22 have been defined, BMK22
is actually equal to the DT22 indicator, lagged 22 periods (BMK22t = DT 22t−22,
for all t). So, it is possible to anticipate that BMK22 will produce good forecasts if
our measure of IBEX-35 returns volatility, DT22, shows sufficient stability. On the
other hand, the forecasting ability of IVC refers to the extensively analyzed issue of
the forecasting ability of intra-day implied volatility. From the forecasting point of
view, we could think of VIBEX-NEW as occupying an intermediate position between
summarizing implied volatility at a point in time, as IVC, since it is obtained from
some option prices, and capturing some aspects of past IBEX-35 returns volatility, as
BMK22.
To statistically compare volatility measures with future volatility we present Table 6.
This Table shows main descriptive statistics for VIBEX-NEW, IVC, IVG, BMK22 and
DT22 in available samples. First, statistics for BMK22 and DT22 are very similar, as
expected, since BMK22 is just a lag of the DT22 time series. Second, VIBEX-NEW
series frequently adopts higher values than DT22, which reflects the volatility risk
premium, and points to the VIBEX-NEW forecasting bias. Third, contrary to VIBEX-
NEW, IVG seems to adopt lower values than DT22, which is suggested by similar
kurtosis and a lower value in median and mean than in DT22. Finally, despite the dif-
ferent ability to inform on current risk, IVC statistics are not very different from those
for VIBEX-NEW, which could suggest that official closing option prices and intraday
prices contain similar information on future volatility. The analysis that follows will
help us to clarify this issue.
4.1 Volatility indicators and future realized volatility
This exercise explores the ability of each of the three volatility indicators as an unbi-
ased predictor of future realized volatility. As a first sight to the forecasting ability
19 It is common to find this volatility measure as a possible competitor of volatility indices in forecasting
stock index volatility. Results in literature about the best volatility measure are mixed.
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Table 6 Descriptive statistics
p(x) Indicates percentile of the
serie. T is the number of data
DT22 VIBEX-NEW IVC IVG BMK22
Mean 19.87 23.68 21.27 16.05 19.90
Median 18.26 23.02 19.82 15.78 18.33
Skewness 1.26 0.81 0.89 1.21 1.26
Kurtosis 4.84 3.66 3.33 6.83 4.84
p(95) 39.17 41.53 39.41 22.70 39.17
p(75) 24.37 29.01 26.84 18.01 24.37
p(25) 12.49 15.27 13.11 13.23 12.52
p(5) 8.41 11.35 10.34 11.17 8.41
T 2,575 2,575 1,198 1,575 2,575
Fig. 5 Original volatility indicators versus DT22. Daily data
of indicators we present Fig. 5. This Figure shows scatter diagrams relating daily
VIBEX-NEW, IVC, IVG and BMK22 indicators with the daily DT22 time series.
Remember that these relationships are between volatility indicators observed at time
t ; and volatility realized over the (t + 1; t + 22) period. Even though the four graphs
display a positive relationship between the volatility indicators and future IBEX35
volatility, this does not seem to be very stable over time, especially between IVG and
DT22.
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Two absolute loss functions (MAE and RMSE), and two percent loss functions
(MAPE and RMSPE) are computed to compare the forecasting ability of different
volatility indicators, called Z .






















The unstable relationship between DT22 and the volatility measures is confirmed
when we observe that relative and nominal loss functions, computed with 250 daily
forecasting errors, change significantly over the time for each volatility indicator. We
then decide (i) to daily compute MAE, RMSE, MAPE and RMSPE functions by con-
sidering last 250 daily forecasting errors, as is described below, and (ii) use these series





















Figure 6 shows (i) loss function series {MAEt }Tt=1, {RMSEt }Tt=1, {MAPEt }Tt=1 and
{RMSPEt }Tt=1 for each volatility indicator. Table 5 shows main descriptive statistics
for each loss function (mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum
values), as well as the mean value for loss functions in each year.
We conclude on differences between loss functions over the whole sample attend-
ing to (i) the time evolution and main descriptive statistics of loss functions reported
in Tables 7 and 8, and on (ii) the Diebold and Mariano (1995) statistics, included in
Table 9.
Note in Fig. 6 that the two volatility indicators computed in the Option Market
(IVC and VIBEX-NEW) generate better forecasts than the one computed in the Stock
Market (IVG), since loss functions for IVC and VIBEX-NEW achieve lower values
than for IVG. This result is confirmed by the Diebold and Mariano statistics. These
are reported in Table 9, for the common sample to pairwise indexes, and in Table 10,
for the common sample to all indexes.
In fact, the worst result over all the measures is confirmed for IVG, which shows
higher loss mean and median related to the rest of the indices. On the other hand,
IVC forecasting ability seems to be higher than VIBEX-NEW, not only when MAE
and RMSE are considered but also when we compute the MAPE and RMSPE loss
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Fig. 6 Loss functions on forecasting error for each volatility indicator: each day loss function is computed
by considering last 250 forecasting error
functions. Sign and value of Diebold and Mariano (1995) statistics in Tables 9 and 10
reveal that IVC is better unbiased forecaster than VIBEX-NEW and IVG and at least
equal than BMK22, when RMSPE and MAPE are considered. This fact would evi-
dence the importance to consider intraday quotes in option market to forecast volatility.
Finally, Diebold and Mariano (1995) statistics also suggest that IVG is always a worst
unbiased forecaster than Option-Market-based volatility indicators IVC and VIBEX-
NEW and than benchmark BMK22.
Differing by years, Tables 7 and 8 show that annual expected VIBEX-NEW loss
functions are smaller than annual expected BMK22 loss functions only in 2001 and
2002, which would suggest that BMK22 is a better unbiased predictor than VIBEX-
NEW. In particular, mean VIBEX-NEW MAPE in 1998–2000 and 2003–2006 is 10
more units in percentage than the ones for BMK22. Nevertheless, we have to remem-
ber that BMK22 is the past value of DT22 (future IBEX-35 volatility), and it is clear
that DT22 shows persistence over time, which could explain this result. This favor-
able result for BMK22 could not be repeated for another measure of future IBEX-35
returns volatility.
Loss functions evolution over the entire sample shows that forecast errors in abso-
lute terms seem to be lower in the last part of the sample than in the first part (see MAE
and RMSE figures), when the DT22 level (and dispersion) is lower. Nevertheless, as
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Table 7 Loss functions: MAE and RMSE
MAE RMSE
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Whole sample
Mean 4.65 5.82 6.87 6.33 5.79 7.44 8.46 7.47
Median 4.69 5.42 6.01 5.73 5.90 6.91 6.97 6.81
σ 1.17 2.52 3.00 2.68 1.51 3.20 3.81 3.01
Min 2.00 1.91 1.37 2.25 2.36 2.28 1.37 2.71
Max 9.08 12.64 14.84 12.97 9.98 15.42 17.11 14.56
MAE (mean) RMSE (mean)
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Each year
1998 8.37 9.32 10.17 10.69
1999 10.02 11.63 13.11 13.49
2000 4.51 6.87 5.62 7.94
2001 5.01 6.87 6.30 5.40 6.20 8.33 8.06 6.49
2002 4.98 6.82 9.93 5.58 6.68 9.05 12.83 7.01
2003 5.84 5.93 10.91 7.20 7.23 8.04 13.26 8.43
2004 4.51 4.28 5.09 5.43 5.31 5.55 6.04 6.11
2005 2.72 2.64 5.46 3.12 3.31 3.26 6.24 3.82
2006 3.33 4.19 3.24 4.35 5.17 4.05
2007* 4.94 4.63 3.87 6.09 5.64 4.82
Original volatility indicators: mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum are provided for
the entire sample, as well as the mean value of loss functions in each year
* From January 2007 to March 2007
can be better seen in percentage terms (see MAPE and RMSPE figures), this was
due in part to the general restraint in the level of volatility over that period, and not
necessarily to the better relative forecasting performance of these volatility indicators,
which is not always considered in literature.
Despite the better performance of IVC, related to the other indicators, MAPE values
in Fig. 6 are never below 20%, vary significantly over the time and occasionally go
well above that level, seriously questioning their usefulness as unbiased predictors of
future volatility. Is it useful to use a volatility indicator with at least 20% mean fore-
casting error when this bias is not possible to anticipate? We need to introduce some
bias correction in these volatility indicators before concluding and recommending
them to investors or risk managers. That is the objective of the next subsection.
4.2 Correcting for the forecast bias
In the previous subsection we drew conclusions about a volatility indicator forecasting
ability regarding different loss functions. In this section we propose a simple approach
to test if the past forecasting bias (volatility risk premium) can be used to anticipate
the future bias.
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Table 8 Loss functions: MAPE and RMSPE
MAPE RMSPE
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Whole sample
Mean 0.26 0.29 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.36 0.46 0.44
Median 0.23 0.28 0.36 0.34 0.29 0.36 0.43 0.42
σ 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.13
Min 0.16 0.20 0.06 0.20 0.21 0.25 0.06 0.24
Max 0.46 0.44 0.64 0.64 0.51 0.54 0.73 0.74
MAPE (mean) RMSPE (mean)
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Each year
1998 0.35 0.46 0.40 0.56
1999 0.38 0.55 0.50 0.68
2000 0.23 0.39 0.28 0.47
2001 0.23 0.29 0.25 0.23 0.29 0.37 0.30 0.29
2002 0.19 0.24 0.31 0.22 0.24 0.30 0.36 0.27
2003 0.24 0.23 0.36 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.40 0.36
2004 0.35 0.31 0.40 0.43 0.43 0.38 0.49 0.51
2005 0.28 0.26 0.56 0.33 0.36 0.32 0.67 0.42
2006 0.28 0.41 0.32 0.35 0.53 0.40
2007* 0.37 0.38 0.32 0.45 0.50 0.41
Original volatility indicators: mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum are provided for
the entire sample, as well as the mean value of loss functions in each year
* From January 2007 to March 2007
Table 9 Diebold and Mariano (1995) test
Loss function: ε2t Loss function: |εt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −8.33	 −12.90	 −9.78	 IVC −6.06	 −15.85	 −15.94	
BMK22 – −10.62
 0.57† BMK22 – −12.83
 −3.99†
IVG – – 11.71	 IVG – – 12.77	
Loss function: ξ2t Loss function: |ξt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −1.56	 −11.93	 −18.76	 IVC −1.58	 −14.86	 −22.62	
BMK22 – −10.16
 −12.82† BMK22 – −12.49
 −11.83†
IVG – – 8.71	 IVG – – 10.49	
Square and absolute value loss functions. Common samples by pairs 	 02/Jan/2001–18/Nov/2005,

 02/Jan/2001–30/Mar/2007, † 02/Jan/1997–30/Mar/2007
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Table 10 Diebold and Mariano (1995) test
Loss function: ε2t Loss function: |εt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −8.33 −12.90 −9.78 IVC −6.06 −15.85 −15.94
BMK22 – −10.98 4.11 BMK22 – −13.60 −0.47
IVG – – 11.18 IVG – – 11.63
Loss function: ξ2t Loss function: |ξt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −1.56 −11.93 −18.76 IVC −1.58 −14.86 −22.62
BMK22 – −10.39 −6.06 BMK22 – −13.07 −6.42
IVG – – 7.52 IVG – – 8.89
Square and absolute value loss functions. Common sample (non-missing values in all the time series):
02/Jan/2001–18/Nov/2005
DT 22t = β0 + β1 Zt + εt (15)
It is standard in the literature to use a good fit in regression (15) to conclude in
favor of the forecasting ability of the volatility indicator Z . That is inappropriate for
two reasons: one of them is the standard argument that a good fit does not necessarily
imply a good forecasting performance, since β0 and β1 cannot be computed at time
t to correct the volatility measure at that date. The dependent variable DT22 refers
each day t to the future volatility we have to predict, while the explanatory variable
Zt is observed as of time t . The second is that the goodness of fit analysis in (15) is
not an actual forecasting exercise, but a pure in-sample evaluation of the relationship
between the two variables.
In this subsection we propose to perform a feasible correction of indicators for
practitioners based on (15). For each trading day t∗ a two year rolling window (500
data) is used to obtain daily estimates βˆ0,t∗ and βˆ1,t∗ from (15) by considering data
on {DT 22t }t∗−22t=t∗−522 and data on {Zt }t
∗−22
t=t∗−522, in both cases up to t∗ − 22, which is
known20 at time t∗. In fact, we are assuming that the past relationship between DT22
and Z continues in the next month. Next, resulting daily estimates βˆ0,t∗ and βˆ1,t∗ are
used to obtain the corrected volatility indicator at time t∗ (ZCt∗) from (16). ZCt∗
is considered the corrected volatility indicator, and it will be used as a predictor of
IBEX-35 volatility from t∗ + 1 to t∗ + 22, as captured by DT 22t∗ .
ZCt∗ = βˆ0,t∗ + βˆ1,t∗ Zt∗ (16)
We lose data as a consequence of this exercise. To illustrate this we present the
Table 11, where we can advance the amount of information we finally use for conclu-
sions about corrected indicators forecasting ability. In particular, we use the sample
referred to in the last column to produce conclusions about the performance of each
corrected indicator Zt∗ .
20 DT22 is only realized at time t+22 (see (12)).
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Table 11 Sample available for each variable
Z ZC Loss function
VIBEX-NEW 01/02/97 to 03/30/07 02/04/99 to 03/30/07 02/01/00 to 03/30/07
IVC 01/02/01 to 11/18/05 02/18/03 to 11/18/05 02/17/04 to 11/18/05
BMK22 01/02/97 to 03/30/07 02/04/99 to 03/30/07 02/01/00 to 03/30/07
IVG 01/02/01 to 03/30/07 02/04/03 to 03/30/07 02/02/04 to 03/30/07
Format: mm/dd/yy
MAE: Original Volatility Indicators










MAE: Corrected Volatility Indicators










RMSE: Original Volatility Indicators










RMSE: Corrected Volatility Indicators










MAPE: Original Volatility Indicators











MAPE: Corrected Volatility Indicators









RMSPE: Original Volatility Indicators











RMSPE: Corrected Volatility Indicators









Fig. 7 MAE, RMSE, MAPE and RMSPE loss functions. Volatility indicators: original versus corrected.
Each day loss function is computed by considering last 250 forecasting error
Figure 7, which contains eight figures, intends to illustrate the results. Figures on
the left correspond to volatility indicators non-corrected and figures on the right cor-
respond to the respective loss functions for volatility indicators corrected. The range
in figures is between 2000 and 2007, the maximum we have for ZC.
The first thing to notice in the Figure is the ambiguous effect of correction in
IVG and BMK22 forecasting ability. These seem to be better forecasters than the
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Table 12 Corrected volatility indicators
MAE RMSE
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Whole sample
Mean 3.20 4.81 6.39 4.35 4.03 6.13 7.32 5.61
Median 3.32 5.17 4.47 4.37 4.58 6.29 5.73 5.34
σ 0.98 1.51 3.62 1.49 1.30 2.07 3.39 2.00
Min 1.81 1.72 1.72 1.71 2.12 2.14 2.13 2.00
Max 4.83 7.95 12.01 7.20 5.97 10.71 12.44 9.46
MAE (mean) RMSE (mean)
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Each year
2000 4.74 3.99 5.50 4.90
2001 6.03 5.95 7.53 8.04
2002 6.12 5.35 8.60 7.39
2003 5.95 6.04 7.85 7.25
2004 4.08 5.35 11.13 4.14 5.18 6.23 11.67 5.14
2005 2.36 2.58 6.22 2.28 2.92 3.33 7.08 2.85
2006 3.07 2.88 2.83 4.06 4.08 3.82
2007* 4.30 3.93 3.89 5.47 5.37 5.13
Loss functions: MAE and RMSE. Original volatility indicators: mean, median, standard deviation, mini-
mum and maximum are provided for the entire sample, as well as the mean value of loss functions in each
year
* From January 2007 to March 2007
non-corrected in some periods, but worse in others. This is confirmed in Tables 12 and
13, where annual values for MAE, RMSE, MAPE and RMSPE are alternatively lower
and higher than those in Tables 7 and 8 for IVG and BMK22. In any case, according
to the Giacomini and White (2006) statistics in Table 14, IVC corrected indicator is
much better forecaster (in both relative and nominal terms) than the BMK22 (notice
that the statistics that relate both indicators are higher to 2.0 in absolute value, and
negative, when ε1 = IVC and ε2 = BMK22 in the tests).
On the contrary, corrected IVC and VIBEX-NEW seem to work, since loss func-
tions take significant lower values than in the non-corrected version. In fact, relative
annual forecasting error for VIBEX-NEW corrected is significantly less than the ones
for VIBEX-NEW without correction (compare annual MAPE and RMSPE values
in Tables 7 and 8 with the ones in Tables 12 and 13). The same happens for IVC.
Therefore, it is possible to say that the forecasting ability for VIBEX-NEW corrected
and IVC corrected seems to be higher than the non-corrected version and equivalent
between them. This is confirmed by Giacomini and White (2006) statistics in Tables 14
and 15. Table 14 reports the statistics for the common sample to pairwise indexes, and
Table 15 reports similar statistics for the common sample to all the indexes. Indeed,
we show that it is possible to correct VIBEX-NEW to be as good a forecaster as IVC,
which we can confirm from same loss function values. Since the realized volatility
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Table 13 Corrected volatility indicators
MAPE RMSPE
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Whole sample
Mean 0.27 0.28 0.56 0.23 0.33 0.35 0.66 0.29
Median 0.27 0.25 0.48 0.23 0.34 0.31 0.62 0.28
σ 0.04 0.07 0.31 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.33 0.05
Min 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.18
Max 0.34 0.48 1.02 0.35 0.41 0.56 1.11 0.41
MAPE (mean) RMSPE (mean)
IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW IVC BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
Each year
2000 0.27 0.21 0.33 0.26
2001 0.24 0.21 0.29 0.27
2002 0.22 0.19 0.28 0.25
2003 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.30
2004 0.30 0.41 0.93 0.30 0.37 0.50 1.03 0.37
2005 0.23 0.27 0.63 0.22 0.29 0.37 0.75 0.28
2006 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.32 0.30 0.29
2007* 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.35 0.32 0.32
Loss functions: MAPE and RMSPE. Original volatility indicators: mean, median, standard deviation, min-
imum and maximum are provided for the entire sample, as well as the mean value of loss functions in each
year
* From January 2007 to March 2007
Table 14 Giacomini and White (2006) test
Loss function: ε2t Loss function: |εt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −2.60	 −4.08	 0.51	 IVC −2.80	 −4.51	 −0.33	
BMK22 – −3.23
 1.03† BMK22 – −3.28
 1.41†
IVG – – 3.67
 IVG – – 3.81

Loss function: ξ2t Loss function: |ξt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −3.31	 −3.82	 0.73	 IVC −2.98	 −4.36	 0.09	
BMK22 – −3.15
 3.22† BMK22 – −3.23
 2.57†
IVG – – 3.35
 IVG – – 3.60

Unconditional predictive ability test. Square and absolute value loss functions. Common sample by pairs:
	 02/Feb/2003–18/Nov/2005, 
 05/Feb/2003–30/Mar/2007, † 05/Feb/1999–30/Mar/2007
is heteroscedastic (the higher the level the higher the dispersion), relative loss func-
tions seem more useful to compare the forecasting availability of the indicators. To
this respect, IVC and VIBEX-NEW corrected are better forecasters than IVG and
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Table 15 Giacomini and White (2006) test
Loss function: ε2t Loss function: |εt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −2.60 −4.08 0.51 IVC −2.80 −4.51 −0.33
BMK22 – −3.70 2.54 BMK22 – −4.09 2.51
IVG – – 4.12 IVG – – 4.47
Loss function: ξ2t Loss function: |ξt |
BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW BMK22 IVG VIBEX-NEW
IVC −3.31 −3.82 0.73 IVC −2.98 −4.36 0.09
BMK22 – −3.64 3.29 BMK22 – −4.07 2.65
IVG – – 3.84 IVG – – 4.29
Unconditional predictive ability test. Square and absolute value loss functions. Common sample:
02/Feb/2003–18/Nov/2005
BMK22, which can be confirmed in Fig. 7, and statistically by comparing annual loss
function values in Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15. This is an even more interesting result
because VIBEX-NEW is computed from public prices daily provided by the Clearing
House at the end of each session.
It is interesting to note that, after the correction, the four volatility indicators con-
verge at the end of the sample to a similar loss function, which does not happen in
the non-corrected version. This means that their better performance coincides with a
low sustainable volatility level in the market, when the DT22 dispersion is smaller,
which explain the smaller forecasting error generated by indicators in the last part of
the sample.
Summarizing, the positive relationship between the volatility indicators and future
realized volatility in (15) allows a significant and feasible reduction in VIBEX-NEW
and IVC forecast errors, often running between 2 and 5% points as an annual aver-
age, but not enough to eliminate them. Indeed, as a percentage of the level of volatility
indicators, these errors seem too large to be of any help for risk management. The exis-
tence of the relationship between daily observations of IBEX-35 returns and changes
in VIBEX-NEW leaves open the possibility of finding a way to exploit that relation-
ship for volatility forecasting purposes. Therefore, our results also suggest that such a
forecasting mechanism should be significantly more sophisticated than the one used
in this section, an constitute a starting point to characterize the volatility risk premium
in the Spanish Financial Market.
5 Conclusion
We have followed the same model-free methodology used by EUREX to estimate
the German (VDAX-NEW) and Swiss (VSMI) volatility indices to construct a model-
free daily volatility index (VIBEX-NEW) for the Spanish market by using public data.
The greater simplicity of this methodology compared to the model-based methodol-
ogy makes it especially suitable to estimate a volatility index in a less than perfectly
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liquid market like the options market on the IBEX35 index. Moreover, since VIBEX-
NEW includes OTM call and put prices its information content is wider than the
content in the model-based volatility index and its computation is more simple than
the model-based which allows the valuation of derivatives on the volatility index. After
constructing the VIBEX-NEW index, our purpose has been to analyze its information
content regarding the evolution of the underlying market.
We have documented the negative, strong contemporaneous relationship of VIBEX-
NEW changes with IBEX returns in daily data. Such a relationship does not exist
for alternative implicit or conditional volatility indicators, which shows the stron-
ger ability of VIBEX-NEW to capture the risk sentiment in market participants.
This result is even more interesting, because VIBEX-NEW has been computed by
using public information provided at the end of the session by the Clearing House.
It also suggests the possibility of using derivatives that might be issued on VIBEX-
NEW as the underlying asset, in order to improve risk management. The relation-
ship between the volatility index and market returns is approximately symmetric
on the daily volatility change sign and asymmetric on the stock index return sign,
which makes VIBEX-NEW clearly a suitable volatility index for the Spanish financial
markets.
We have also shown VIBEX-NEW is a biased predictor of future volatility, as is
also the case for alternative volatility indicators. A regression designed to correct that
bias provides a significant improvement in forecasting, although not by enough to
justify its predictive ability for future realized volatility as a tool for risk management
purposes. It is nevertheless quite amazing that a volatility index like VIBEX-NEW,
which is not constructed with a forecasting goal in mind, could produce forecasts of
future realized volatility at least as good as those emerging from historical volatility
measures, and conditional volatility models from GARCH family. Finally, we also
show that VIBEX-NEW can be modified in a feasible way to get a volatility forecaster
as good as a volatility measure based on filtered intraday implied volatility. This result
will be used in a future work to improve our knowledge on the volatility risk premium
at Spanish Financial Markets.
In summary, our results are favorable to the view that the VIBEX-NEW volatility
index is quite successful in capturing the current perception of risk by market partici-
pants. Additionally, the simplicity of calculation that arises from not using an option
valuation model makes this index a good candidate to be used as the underlying asset
for volatility derivatives, as has been done already in some countries with volatility
indices calculated under the same methodology.
The turmoil in credit markets since the second semester of 2007 has not altered the
high-frequency, close, negative relationship between changes in volatility and index
returns. As might be expected, it has not led to any significant improvement in the
ability of VIBEX-NEW to forecast future volatility, although it again performs com-
parably to historical volatility indicators, intraday implied volatility measures and
conditional volatility models like GARCH(1,1). Additionally, the ability of VIBEX-
NEW to forecast future returns remains questionable. With no significant change in
qualitative results, we believe it is better not to contaminate the statistical results with
the addition of that period to our sample. A detailed analysis of the post-August 2007
events remains open as an extremely interesting question for further research.
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